COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT & TOURISM COMMITTEE
AGENDA
Thursday, September 22, 2022 at 3:00 p.m.
By video conference – The meeting will be live streamed on YouTube at the following
link: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCx9vXkywflJr0LUVkKnYWQ

Land Acknowledgement Statement
We would like to begin by respectfully acknowledging that Dufferin County resides within
the traditional territory and ancestral lands of the Tionontati (Petun), Attawandaron
(Neutral), Haudenosaunee (Six Nations), and Anishinaabe peoples.
We also acknowledge that various municipalities within the County of Dufferin reside within
the treaty lands named under the Haldimand Deed of 1784 and two of the Williams Treaties
of 1818: Treaty 18: the Nottawasaga Purchase, and Treaty 19: The Ajetance Treaty.
These traditional territories upon which we live and learn, are steeped in rich Indigenous
history and traditions. It is with this statement that we declare to honour and respect the
past and present connection of Indigenous peoples with this land, its waterways and
resources.
Roll Call
Declarations of Pecuniary Interest by Members
PUBLIC QUESTION PERIOD
To submit your request to ask a question please contact us at info@dufferincounty.ca or
519-941-2816 x2500 prior to 4:30 p.m. on September 21, 2022.
REPORTS
1.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT & TOURISM – September 22, 2022 – ITEM #1
Municipal Comprehensive Review Phase II – Mapping and Boundary Adjustments
A report from the Director of Development and Tourism, dated September 22,
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2022, to outline the timelines associated with the next step in Dufferin County’s
MCR which includes agriculture systems mapping, natural heritage mapping, and
settlement boundary adjustment mapping.
Recommendation:
THAT the report of the Director of Development and Tourism, “MCR Phase II
– Mapping and Boundary Adjustments”, dated September 22, 2022, be
received;
AND THAT Council authorize staff to proceed with the MCR project as
outlined in this report.
2.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT & TOURISM – September 22, 2022 – ITEM #2
MoD Strategic Priorities
A report from the Director of Development and Tourism, dated September 22,
2022, to outline the foundational priorities of the proposed MoD Strategic Plan to
be presented to Council at the October meeting.
A presentation from Process regarding the MoD Strategic Plan initial strategic
priorities.
Recommendation:
THAT the report of the Director of Development and Tourism, “MoD Strategic
Priorities”, dated September 22, 2022, be received;
AND THAT the foundational priorities identified be approved:
1. Become a Storyteller
2. Centre the Visitor Experience
3. Reach Out into the Community
4. Safeguard our Collections.

3.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT & TOURISM – September 22, 2022 – ITEM #3
One Year Department Overview
A report from the Director of Development and Tourism, dated September 22,
2022, to provide an overview and assessment Community Development and
Tourism operations including the department structure.
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Recommendation:
THAT the report of the Director of Development and Tourism, “One Year
Department Overview”, dated September 22, 2022, be received;
AND THAT the Tourism/Museum Manager position be changed to focused on
museum services and renamed Museum Services Manager.
Next Meeting
To be determined
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REPORT TO COMMITTEE
To:

Chair Horner and Members of the Community Development and
Tourism Committee

From:

Cody Joudry, Director of Development and Tourism

Meeting Date:

September 22, 2022

Subject:

Municipal Comprehensive Review (MCR) Phase II – Mapping
and Boundary Adjustments

In Support of Strategic Plan Priorities and Objectives:
Economic Vitality – promote an environment for economic growth & development
Sustainable Environment & Infrastructure – protect assets both in the natural and
built environment

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to outline the timelines associated with the next step in
Dufferin County’s MCR which includes agriculture systems mapping, natural heritage
mapping, and settlement boundary adjustment mapping.
Background & Discussion
Council has directed that the Municipal Comprehensive Review (MCR) be implemented
in stages. The first phase is underway following the submission of the draft allocation
OPA and LNA including the additional allocation of 234.2ha of land and approximately
7,500 people and jobs to Grand Valley’s allocation to the Province for review. Once
approved the second phase would be to adopt mapping related to the agriculture
systems mapping, natural heritage mapping, and settlement boundary adjustment
mapping.
To continue to move the MCR forward in a timely fashion, staff are proceeding with the
mapping work under the assumption MMAH will ultimately endorse the approach
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County Council have proposed. The following outlines key dates related to the current
and next phase:
Date
Aug 30, 2022
Aug 31, 2022
Sept 15, 2022
Sept – Oct, 2022
Oct 20, 2022
Nov, 2022
Nov – Dec, 2022
Jan 2023

Action
Formal submission of allocation OPA and LNA submitted to MMAH
for Provincial review.
WSP submitted draft mapping to County staff for review
County and WSP present draft mapping to Planners of Dufferin for
feedback
Adjustments are made to the mapping based on feedback from
Municipal staff
Revised draft mapping presented to Planners of Dufferin
Hold statutory public meeting to present the draft mapping to the
public for feedback
Additional revisions based on public consultation
Draft mapping presented to Council for approval to submit mapping
to MMAH

It should be noted that in proposed timeline, Council would not have an opportunity to
see the mapping ahead of it being presented to the public for feedback. If Council
prefers to see the draft mapping before being released to the public, the first
opportunity would be at their January 2023, which would ultimately slow the process
down by several months.
Financial, Staffing, Legal, or IT Considerations
In the event that MMAH does not approve the LNA and allocations Council has put
forward, some of the mapping work may need to be redone. How much of that work
and the costs will depending on the outcome of MMAH’s review.
For example, if Council directs staff to submit allocations that differ from the LNA’s
conclusions and MMAH rejects those variations, some of the work related to boundary
mapping would need to be redone.
Recommendation
THAT the report of the Director of Development and Tourism, “MCR Phase II –
Mapping and Boundary Adjustments”, dated September 22, 2022, be received;
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AND THAT Council authorize staff to proceed with the MCR project as outlined in
this report.
Respectfully Submitted By:
Cody Joudry
Director of Development and Tourism

REPORT TO COMMITTEE
To:

Chair Horner and Members of the
Community Development and Tourism Committee

From:

Cody Joudry, Director of Development and Tourism

Meeting Date:

September 22, 2022

Subject:

MoD Strategic Priorities

In Support of Strategic Plan Priorities and Objectives:
Economic Vitality – promote an environment for economic growth & development
Good Governance – ensure transparency, clear communication, prudent financial
management

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to outline the foundational priorities of the proposed MoD
Strategic Plan to be presented to Council at the October meeting.
Background & Discussion
The Service Delivery Review highlighted the need for a strategic plan related to museum
services. The strategic planning process began earlier this year and has involved
significant consultation efforts, research, and engagement.
The purpose of the strategic planning process is to outline the priorities, goals, and
related action plan to better deliver museum services to Dufferin County residents and
visitors. Through the process it has become clear that over time the service has become
spread thin in attempt to become many things to many people.
The traditional museum exists to collect, preserve, interpret, and display objects of
artistic, cultural, or scientific significance for the study and education of the public. This
traditionally requires the public to visit a specific location and has limited ability to
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wholesomely capture the social and cultural fabric of a society. Stories, not objects, are
often the most compelling, memorable and interesting part of history. As such, priority
area #1 is Become a Storyteller:
Focus on capturing, documenting and sharing the stories of the people of
Dufferin County and its history, places and culture.
If the ultimate purpose of museum services is to share and make accessible the history
of Dufferin County’s people, places and culture; then we need to find ways to make what
we have to offer more enticing to the general public. There has been a shift in the last
30+ years in what visitors are looking for and what customers expect. Specifically, a shift
towards experiences and away from objects and sightseeing has occurred. Over this
time the MoD has fallen behind in adapting to this new reality and visitor expectation,
which has contributed to low visitation numbers. As such, priority area #2 is Centre the
Visitor Experience:
Prioritize the visitor experience by creating and changing displays,
programming and events to be highly interactive, engaging and fun
through multi-sensory experiences with the goal of learning something new
about the history of Dufferin County’s people, places, and culture.
The MoD is not located in an urban hub of the County and requires substantial travel
time to get there for most residents. From a tourism perspective, the locations is
picturesque but not convenient or easily combined with other attractions, services or
shopping. Combined these factors limit the potential number of visitors. Pre-pandemic,
the MoD provided more services in the community and there is a desire to return to this.
Both location and community presence were identified during the consultation process.
Providing more services in the communities themselves would also better ensure fair
and equitable access to museum services. As such, priority area #3 is Reach Out into the
Community
Provide more experiences in the community which are tied less to the
physical location of the MoD.
Many single and upper-tier Municipal governments in Ontario provide archive services.
Without archives a community’s historical information and documents would be lost or
poorly maintained and difficult to access by the public. The preservation of objects
(curatorial) is also important for the preservation of our history. As such, priority area #4
is Safeguard Our Collections:
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Maintain access to historical objects and information while enhancing ways
to capture the history of Dufferin County’s people, places, and culture
through time.
These priorities lay the foundation for the goals and objectives in the Strategic Plan.
Financial, Staffing, Legal, or IT Considerations
The new strategic plan is not expected to have significant budgetary impacts on
museum service’s bottom line but rather redirecting resources to achieve the goals that
have been outlined.
Recommendation
THAT the report of the Director of Development and Tourism, “MoD Strategic
Priorities”, dated September 22, 2022, be received;
AND THAT the following strategic priority areas be approved:
1. Become a Storyteller
2. Centre the Visitor Experience
3. Reach Out into the Community
4. Safeguard our Collections.
Respectfully Submitted By:
Cody Joudry
Director of Development and Tourism

MoD Strategic Plan

Initial Strategic Priorities
PROCESS + MoD
September 15, 2022
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What We Heard + Learned: Takeaways
Strategic Priority Areas
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Project Overview

Project Overview

Project Overview
MoD is developing a Strategic Plan that will guide its initiatives for the
next 3-5 years. This is an opportunity to reimagine the MoD’s role in
the community and chart a successful path forward. The strategic
plan will aim to:
➔

Expand the appeal to, and engagement from the Dufferin County
community in support of a more sustainable revenue model

➔

Better reﬂect the stories of a changing and evolving community

➔

Reevaluate MoD’s role to better serve County initiatives, the local
community, and visitors

➔

Develop a renewed vision, mission, values for the MoD

➔

Deﬁne equitable frameworks for the MoD’s governance structure,
partnerships, membership and offerings/outputs
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Project Overview

We Are Here

Research + Discovery

Community Engagement

Analysis + Plan

January - April

April - June

July - September

Desk Research
MoD Team Workshop

Interviews
Focus Groups
Public Survey
Stakeholder Survey

MoD Team Workshop
Analysis
Research Memo
Draft Reports + Revisions
FInal Report
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Project Overview

The Approach
Our research included primary and secondary research as well as
community and stakeholder engagement. Our engagement and
research activities have included:

141

9

Public Survey
Responses

19

Stakeholder
Survey
Responses
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Stakeholder
Interviews

2

MoD Team
Worksessions

1

Equity
Workshop

3

Focus
Groups

6

MoD Team
Interviews
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What We Heard + Learned:
Key Takeaways

What We Heard: Overview

Through our research, key takeaways emerged. Here
we share these takeaways and some of the research
findings that support them. The takeaways shed light
on the challenges that the Strategic Plan will
endeavour to address.
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What We Heard: Takeaway #1

Takeaway 1

The MoD is expected be everything to
everyone—and as a result, has lost focus.
Recognizing that the it holds a special place in
the community’s heart and plays a vital role in
the community, the MoD works to meet every
request or demand levied by the community. As
a result, their resources are spread too thin and
without a focus, struggle to prioritize their actions
and initiatives. This is further compounded by
tension amongst visitors and patrons; some
would see the MoD frozen in time, while others
want to see it evolve.
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What We Heard: Takeaway #1

“MoD has the great unfulﬁlled promise of a
leading rural museum.”
—Survey Response

“Over time the museum has changed. It seems
less accessible than it was before”
—Survey Response

“Unlike most rural museums, purpose built and
visionary in its scope.”

“Disengaged from its community, and seriously
underused.”
—Survey Response

“The MoD is lovely. You have implemented
more inclusivity, more community involvement
and that is wonderful. All the people there I
have ever dealt with have been warm and
welcoming.”
—Survey Response

—Survey Response

“Changing from Dufferin County Museum and
Archives to MoD lost something in the shift. It
was familiar, self explanatory - MoD needs to
be explained. New displays were focused,
somewhat trendy but narrow and reﬂected in
some cases less the history and tone of the
past and more temporal and potentially
quickly passe.”

“I love the incorporation of all of Dufferins rich
diversity. And this is something that should be
celebrated even more. All this rich history past
and present is interesting, educational,
innovative and refreshing.”
—Survey Response

—Donor
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What We Heard: Takeaway #2

Takeaway 2

The MoD’s location poses a
challenge—and an opportunity.
The MoD’s stunning vistas and iconic structure
hold a special place in the heart of many
community members. But access is a barrier
and in isolation if can feel disconnected from its
neighbours. It also serves a community beyond
that of Dufferin County—these boundaries don’t
define local history.

22% of survey respondents indicated that the
location (too far, difficult to get too, etc.)
prevented them from visiting.

36% of survey respondents indicated that the
location and the barn building make the MoD
unique. They describe it as a landmark and
point to the stunning views from inside.

72% of survey respondents indicated they lived
in the County of Dufferin, while 10% are from
the GTA. Many others are from Simcoe and
Bruce County.
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What We Heard: Takeaway #2

“Location is a downside for those living in East
Garry but the traffic on Airport road is huge”
—Survey Response

“I believe the history should be circulated
throughout the County through mobile,
temporary displays.”
—Survey Response

“I think the museum is a gem, yet it is probably
less known because it sits outside of any town
or village.”
—Survey Response

“The property and location are exceptional and
I believe under utilized”
—Survey Response

“its location, away from a population base,
makes no sense and it's likely a drain on the
tax dollar.”

“It would be cool if there was a bus that had a
museum stop to increase access”
—Community Partner

“All roads don’t lead to Orangeville. I’m not
sure that the lack of a speciﬁc physical
connection with Orangeville is not a huge
drawback. The museum is a magniﬁcent
building, it’s on a major north-south route
Sitting up on the hill dominating the landscape
”
—Local Tourism

—Survey Response
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What We Heard:Takeaway #3

Takeaway 3

The community is often unaware of
what’s happening at the MoD.
The MoD can be a mystery—nothing more than
a landmark building many drive right past.
While some community members have never
doubted their collective ownership over this
space, others don’t understand, or like, what
the MoD has to offer them.

29% of survey respondents say they ﬁnd out
about what’s going on at the MoD through word
of mouth.
55% of survey respondents have want to see
greater awareness of events, programs and
activities at the MoD.

43% of survey respondents have never been a
Member, with 29% reporting they didn’t know
the MoD had a membership program.

When asked what prevented community
members from visiting the MoD at all or more
frequently, 24% indicated they never hear
about what’s happening at the MoD.
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What We Heard: Takeaway #3

“Getting the word out about who you are and
your importance is key to gaining new
members. A membership campaign might be a
good idea with an open house over a few
weeks with some enticement to get people in
the door.”
—Survey Response

“I don’t hear people in our area talk about the
museum. It should be an exciting place so in
conversation you want someone to say, last
weekend we saw…. at the MOD and it was
amazing! Or hey are you going to the opening
at the MOD? No one seems to be talking about
it.”
—Survey Response

“I thought the museum was for local school
trips.”
—Survey Response

“More promotion is needed especially for those
outside the County.”
—Survey Response

“I could go to my social media feed for a week
and see nothing about the MoD.”
—Councillor

“The main driver isn’t so much how much it
costs, but ‘do we feel a part of it?’ If people are
not feeling ownership, then what’s the value?”
—Councillor

“Events are nicely done but pretentious in some
ways.”
—Donor
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What We Heard: Takeaway #3

“The MoD needs to do a better job at
Marketing, especially when they get new
pieces, cultural or otherwise. Create some
buzz around new pieces, stories, videos. None
of that really exists. It’s a missed opportunity
to connect with the younger generations.
Demonstrate you can reach people where
they are in the medium that they use.””
—Member of Dufferin County DEI Committee

“The museum and archives belong to the
people. The staff are the caretakers. Like when
you own a heritage home, you’re not the
owner, you’re the caretaker. When you start to
love certain collections.”
—Donor

“I know we need to get more bodies through
the door, but I don’t want to focus on the
passing crowd. We need to work harder on the
engagement of local citizens.”
—Councillor

“Better communication, email is an essential
way of communicating now, the MoD is getting
better at using uptodate communications. But
mail is still necessary for many individuals that
are having a difficult time with electronics.”

“Sometimes you need to meet people where
they are.”
—Member of Dufferin County DEI Committee

—Survey Response

“It’s a beautiful spot, but there is a disconnect
with not understanding what exactly what is in
there and what that offering is.”
—Local Tourism
Museum of Dufferin | PROCESS

“The Museum’s advertising, I would say a lot of
it is focused on a speciﬁc event coming up, but
there’s so much going on at the museum. The
museum has its own story to tell.”
—Local Tourism
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What We Heard: Takeaway #4

Takeaway 4

There are missing histories and stories
the MoD struggles to tell.
Many community members recognize the
efforts to-date to include diverse
communities and recognized overlooked
stories—but there is also a desire to see more
work in creating an inclusive space. The
challenge of telling stories that don’t centre
around objects, which are often missing, may
require some innovation to better reflect and
include the people of the region.

6% of survey respondents indicted that they
didn’t attend the MoD because they their history
wasn’t included or represented.
—Survey Response

In 2019 the MoD saw 3088 visitors, roughly 5% of
the population of the County of Dufferin. In 2018
the MoD received a total of 4250 visitors.
63% of these visitors were Adults, and 27% were
seniors.

Survey results paint a similar picture. 44% were
over the age of 55. 67% were women. 2%
identiﬁed as Indigenous. 5% did not identify as
heterosexual. Meanwhile, demographics indicate
the County has a larger percentage of young
people than Ontario at 27% and a smaller
percentage of seniors than Ontario at 12%.
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What We Heard: Takeaway #4

“Do a better job of providing targeted
messaging to our diverse community that this
is a space for you. Be more visible in the local
communities. Continue to collaborate with
different cultural groups about new exhibits
and programs.”
—Survey Response

“It is important that the community can see
themselves when they arrive. I believe the
Museum can do more in promoting new
cultural items that are reﬂective of the
community.”
—Survey Response

“I think I’ve made it clear that you are not
including the entire community.”
—Survey Response

“The Museum can work to become more
inclusive with permanent items that represent
our diverse community. Continue to ﬁnd ways
to offer diverse cultural programs. Needs to
become more accessible to the people”
—Survey Response

“Lacking Indigenous Displays”
—Survey Response

“Would hope you include LGBTQ exhibits,
programming”
—Survey Response
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What We Heard: Takeaway #4

“By telling another story, doesn’t mean that
your story won’t be told. The problem is
people just want one story. This is how some
people view DEI. They see it as a ﬁrst class
ticket on a plane. No, the idea is that we’re
creating additional seating in ﬁrst class. It
doesn’t mean that their privilege is removed.
They just have to share.”
—Member of Dufferin County DEI Committee

“Include all settlers of all colours and tell the
story about the land before you came to
It.”

“If MOD were more accessible and collaborated
with any all community orgs.”
—Survey Response

“More diversity represented. Great start so
far....would love to see some of our indigenous
history”
—Survey Response

“I would like to see more about the First
Nations in the area, in the museum. ”
—Educator

—Survey Response

“I almost get the impression that if you don't
live in Dufferin, the MoD doesn't care about
you.”
—Survey Response
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What We Heard: Takeaway #5

Takeaway 5

The MoD isn’t a destination—people
come when they are invited.
With exhibitions changing infrequently, many
indicated that what drives them to the space
are special events. Festivals, talks and markets
act as a catalyst to bring the community
together. Without offering a full-days itinerary,
and isolated from other nearby adventures,
community members find it difficult to make
the MoD a priority.

42% of survey respondents report they visit the
MoD for Special Events.

43% of survey respondents who self-identiﬁed
as members indicated that the reason they
became a member was to support the MoD.
22% suggested the membership price was too
low.

As of 2019, the MoD’s membership database is
at 1000, including individual, family, Lifetime
and “Corn Flower Club” memberships.
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What We Heard: Takeaway #5

“I wish it were a bus day trip destination I
would come more often from toronto”
—Survey Response

“I don't know that there is enough to do at the
MOD for a day trip. There is no restaurant close
enough to eat.”
—Survey Response

“M family are not "tourists" but I am slowly
learning more about little gem spots in
Dufferin.”
—Survey Response

“The destination is something that interests
you. It may not be the most convenient but
there’s something there that makes it worth
overcoming the challenge, commute,
coordination to get there.”
—Member of Dufferin County
DEI Committee

“Make it a destination that hosts diverse events.
—Survey Response

“I hesitated to check "outdated" but the
regular exhibits there seemed to change so
rarely in the past, I was not drawn in except
for an event.”
—Survey Response

“we also love the events and gatherings--we
always feel welcome and are glad we
attended.”
—Survey Response

“Field trips are expensive and they need to take
the full day.”
—Educator
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What We Heard: Takeaway #6

Takeaway 6

Corn Flower glass is controversial.
The permanent Corn Flower glass gallery,
funded by a Canada 150 grant and opened in
2018, is beautiful and loved by many. This Corn
Flower community feels a sense of ownership
and has high expectations—but this niche
collection doesn’t serve the whole community.

6 survey respondents reported that Corn
Flower glass makes the MoD unique. Corn
Flower glass was mentioned 46 times across
survey responses.
“My interest is the Corn Flower, Corn Flower
seems to be a forgotten collection”
—Survey Response

“Corn Flower Festival is very missed. Strong
friendships have been forged over meeting
here, and though many of us keep in touch via
social media and phone calls, even auctions,
the meeting in person and visiting over a
mutual interest is very missed.”
—Survey Response

“I don’t get the Corn Flower thing. The
connection doesn’t seem strong.”
—Survey Response
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What We Heard: Takeaway #7

Takeaway 7

The County of Dufferin needs a cultural
hub and a cultural strategy—one that
the MoD can support.
The MoD is described by many as a community
gathering space and cultural hub. However,
this description has emerged largely in
response to a need identified by the
community and by default. The MoD is not
adequately equipped to provide for the
community as this hub, and it’s attempts to
meet this need may in fact jeopardize its other
offerings and role as historic museum.
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When asked to identify the most important
role the MoD plays, the lowest ranked option
amongst survey respondents was “A
community hub that brings people together”
which was selected by only 5%. Interestingly
this is somewhat at odds with how people
describe the MoD and in conﬂict with why
they report visiting the MoD. This tension is a
reﬂection of a broader need in the community,
further identiﬁed throughout stakeholder
interviews and focus groups.
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What We Learned

Sector Consideration:

Museums are changing from object-oriented to
experience-oriented.
An increasingly popular shift in how we think about and approach to museums,
is to think of them as places that collate and share human experiences.
Historically, the object has been the center of the museum and its main focus
but this new perspectives asks museums to rethink the
“collect-preserve-interpret” paradigm.
Instead, their collections, their objects, their archives, become tools and
launching points to present and discuss ideas and tell stories. And they are not
the only tool—multi-media and multi-sensory experiences help institutions to
tell more compelling stories and alleviate the pressure when a story, without an
object (like a missing Indigenous history), needs to be told.
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Strategic Plan: Priority Areas

Strategic Priority Areas

Here we share the overarching Strategic Priority Areas
for your review.
The Strategic Priority Areas are the MoDs goals, acting as a compass to guide on
the road ahead. Each Priority Area will be supported by Objectives and Actions.
These objectives and actions are the speciﬁc steps, including metric and
indicators, for the MoD staff to incrementally achieve and evaluate these goals
over the next 3-5 years.
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Strategic Priority Area #1

Priority 1

Become a Storyteller.
The MoD will shift its focus to capturing, documenting and sharing the stories of
the people of Dufferin County and its history and culture. This means the
collections and objects become an important tool to tell stories, but are no longer
the core of the MoD’s focus.

The traditional museum exists is to collect, preserve, interpret, and display
objects of artistic, cultural, or scientiﬁc signiﬁcance for the study and education
of the public. This often requires the public to visit a speciﬁc location and has
limited ability to wholesomely capture the social and cultural fabric of a society.
Stories, not objects, are often the most compelling, memorable and interesting
part of history. An approach that prioritizes stories and experiences over
objects provides greater ﬂexibility to be inclusive, adaptive and engaging in the
presentation of history and local contemporary life.
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Strategic Priority Area #2

Priority 2

Centre the Visitor Experience.
Prioritize the visitor experience by creating and changing displays, programming
and events to be interactive, engaging and fun. Educate through multi-sensory
storytelling experiences.

In order to realize its purpose of share and making accessible the history of
Dufferin County’s people, places and culture, the MoD needs to offer enticing
experiences that better reﬂects the diverse community. What visitors are
looking for has changed and the MoD has fallen behind in adapting to the new
reality of visitor expectations, contributing to its low visitation numbers.
Increasingly, the visitors and consumers have moved away from object focused
“sight-seeing” and towards destinations and experiences.
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Strategic Priority Area #3

Priority 3

Reach Out into the Community.
Provide more storytelling and museum experiences in the community that are
tethered, but not tied to the physical location of the MoD.

The MoD is not located along the County’s busiest thoroughfare or in a central
hub—and as such, it can’t (and shouldn’t) take on the role of the cultural hub.
Pre-pandemic, the MoD offered more services in the community and there is a
desire to provide more of this in the future. Location, community presence and
awareness were identiﬁed during the consultation process as challenges for the
MoD to overcome. Providing more storytelling and museum programming and
experiences in the communities themselves would better ensure fair and
equitable access to museum services—and draw more people back to it’s
homebase.
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Strategic Priority Area #4

Priority 4

Safeguard our Collections.
Though there needs to be a shift towards stories and away from objects, the
safeguarding and preservation of the archive and collections needs to be
maintained.

Single and upper-tier Municipal governments in Ontario are required to provide
archive services. Even if this weren’t the case, without this central service, many
of our community’s historical information and documents would be lost or
poorly maintained and difficult to access by the public. We have an obligation
and responsibility to act as stewards for the preservation of our collections and
archives, and intend to maintain access to historical objects and information
while we continue to capture and share the local history.
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Thank You!

REPORT TO COMMITTEE
To:

Chair Horner and Members of the
Community Development and Tourism Committee

From:

Cody Joudry, Director of Development and Tourism

Meeting Date:

September 22, 2022

Subject:

One Year Department Overview

In Support of Strategic Plan Priorities and Objectives:
Economic Vitality – promote an environment for economic growth & development
Good Governance – ensure transparency, clear communication, prudent financial
management

Purpose
The purpose of the report is to provide an overview and assessment Community
Development and Tourism operations including the department structure.
Background & Discussion
The Development and Tourism Department was newly formed in 2021 and involved
bringing a number of divisions under one umbrella. This includes Building Inspection
and Permits, Land Use Planning, Economic Development, Tourism, and the Museum of
Dufferin (MoD). Since that time, there have been a number of personnel changes
including the Director. Over the past year, as a new Director, there has been an
opportunity to assess the Department, including staffing resources, team culture,
efficiencies, processes and challenges. Some measures are working well and others are
experiencing challenges. All areas have opportunities for growth and development in
order to ensure continuous improvement and service optimization.
The following provides insight into each function/division.
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Building Services
The Building Services Team processes building permits and carries out inspections for all
building activity in the local municipalities with the exception of Orangeville. Just prior
to the pandemic an electronic permitting system was introduced which was extremely
fortunate timing. Although, there have been some challenges with the system and
transitioning users to electronic applications; the overall response to the added
convenience is very positive. The team offers a fully hybrid service with staff available
both online and at the Edelbrock Centre each day.
The inspection team has been experiencing significant pressures this year due to the
volume of activity. There have also been some staffing changes which creates challenges
as new staff have come onboard and require time to get up to speed. As building
activities increase, additional staff are required to ensure legislative timelines are met.
An additional inspector and temporary administrative support specialist were created to
help meet the workload and alleviate staff resource constraints. All positions in the
Building Inspection team - Chief Building Official, Plans Examiner (2), Inspectors (4) and
Administrative support specialists (3) are funded by building permit revenues and have
no impact on the tax levy. A new building permit fee study will be conducted in 2023 to
assess whether current building fees are sufficient. In addition, standardizing processes,
improving documentation and providing resources to applicants will continue to be
priorities.
Land Use Planning
Since the introduction of land use planning responsibilities at the County, planning work
has been carried out by consultants from WSP. Over the course of the last couple of
years, as the volume of planning work both from a policy (MCR) and development
application perspective has increased, it has become clear that more in house resources
are required. The need for in-house expertise and coordination internally between
County departments and externally with local municipalities and applicants is essential
to conducting timely reviews and reports.
A planning coordinator role has been in place for some time but was vacant for a
number of months in 2021-2022. This role has been filled and a Senior Planner role
added. Staff are also providing support to both East Garafraxa and Melancthon on a
cost recovery basis. Although, planning operations have improved significantly over the
past several months, within the current structure the Director is required to dedicate
significant time to planning matters, often at the expense of other priorities like
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economic development. The previously identified need for a Planning Manager is still
evident in order to meet the demands, advance the planning files in a timely manner
and work ensure policy objectives are met. Planning services will also benefit from
streamlined processes and technology improvements and research into electronic
application options is underway.
One significant advantage to having Building and Land Use Planning Services in the
same department is improved collaboration on development review.
Economic Development/Tourism
For several years economic development work was guided by of the Economic
Development Strategy introduced in 2017. Over the past couple of years, the focus has
moved to supporting the agricultural sector through initiatives such as the Agricultural
Round Table and the Meat Processing project. In addition, throughout the pandemic the
County worked to support businesses and economic recovery by providing information
and resources about funding supports and mental health. In late 2020, a Tourism
Strategy was adopted in order to identify opportunities to develop that sector.
As part of the Tourism Strategy implementation, a Manager of Tourism/MoD position
was created. The rational was that the MoD was a key piece of the Tourism portfolio and
that there would be sufficient capacity within the role for both aspects of the work. This
assumption has proven to be incorrect and it is clear that if the Tourism Strategy is to
advance it would be better served under the umbrella of economic development
through the role of an Economic Development Officer.
The Economic Development division has been challenged with staffing vacancies and
difficulty in recruiting skilled talent. The division positions currently include a Manager
and Coordinator which was a new role added in 2021. In reality, the Coordinator role has
been dedicated to communicating the business support noted above, marketing and
promotions. Better defining this role to support website, social media, marketing
collateral, branding, and promotions efforts for all divisions in the department will be
more effective. Support and guidance from the Corporate Communications Manager
will also be a key factor to ensuring future success.
Museum Services
The Museum of Dufferin, or MoD for short, originally named the Dufferin County
Museum and Archives (DCMA) was greatly impacted by COVID closures. The closures
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brought opportunities to pivot towards creating digital resources and online offerings
but provided limited opportunity to address long standing issues such as the backlog of
cataloguing and assessing items in the MoD’s possession. The end of closures and
general acceptance of COVID as endemic has translated to visitors once again seeking
in-person opportunities. This presents the opportunity to, over time, transform the MoD
into a modern and contemporary museum to meet the public’s needs.
The new strategic plan will allow the MoD to clarify it’s role while also supporting
community development and tourism efforts without being primarily responsible for
these functions. In addition, services such as request to conduct or assist in research will
be reviewed to identify any opportunities that may exist to reduce costs to the County.
The need to focus less on collecting new objects has become even more apparent as the
MoD has nearly run out of storage space and cataloguing must be completed before an
appropriate deaccessioning process can occur. It’s likely the museum should continue to
collect a limited number of objects each year for the preservation of history, and so a
review of the collections and archive policies is in order to ensure they align with the
new strategic direction and Council’s expectations. Additionally, prioritizing stories and
visitor experiences will ultimately: attract more visitors; lead to increased financial
sustainability; and position the MoD to better deliver on it’s core mandate of educating
the public on the history of Dufferin County’s people, places, and culture.
To implement the strategy, it is likely some resources within the MoD will need to be
redirected and better aligned with these priorities. Initially, it is recommended that the
Tourism/Museum Manager position be dedicated to museum as a Museum Services
Manager. As noted above, the Tourism aspect previously included in the role will shift to
economic development. Once the new Manager is in place they will work to identify
how best to align roles to meet the priorities of the proposed Strategy once it is
adopted. This could include converting the vacant archives assistant position to a
historian who will be responsible for engaging the public through telling the story and
history of Dufferin County’s people, places, and culture.
Financial, Staffing, Legal, or IT Considerations
Every effort will be made to ensure any proposed position changes will be incorporated
within the current staffing allotment. Any additional changes, including the Planning
Manager, will be identified through the budget process for consideration. Staff will
continue to provide regular updates as the department develops to provide optimal
service and meet the the needs of the community.
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Recommendation
THAT the report of the Director of Development and Tourism, “One Year
Department Overview”, dated September 22, 2022, be received;
AND THAT the Tourism/Museum Manager position be changed to focused on
museum services and renamed Museum Services Manager.

Respectfully Submitted By:
Cody Joudry
Director of Development and Tourism

